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Abstract In situ observations of mid-ocean ridge spreading events are rare, and no observations exist
at ultraslow spreading ridges. In 2013, two earthquake swarms and prominent, tidally modulated harmonic
tremor were accidentally recorded by ocean bottom seismometers at the Southwest Indian Ridge. After
relative relocation, the first swarm shows downward migrating hypocenters, while the second swarm
immediately spreads over a steeply dipping plane originating at the same location as the first swarm. The
tremor signal is temporally connected to the swarms and persists for more than 20 days after the second
swarm. Polarization analysis points to two source locations above the seismically active area at 2- to 8-km
depth. We interpret swarms and tremor as evidence for a dike intrusion event that caused disruption to an
existent hydrothermal system. The tremor may be generated by enhanced hydrothermal circulation caused
by the added heat of the intrusion with increased flow during low tides.

Plain Language Summary At mid-ocean spreading ridges, tectonic plates drift apart and magma
constantly fills the gap between the plates producing fresh seafloor. At the slowest spreading ridges, very
little melt is produced and volcanism happens rarely at widely spaced volcanic centers. Seafloor
observations of submarine eruptions from these ultraslow spreading ridges do not exist. We instrumented
a seismically active volcano on the ultraslow spreading Southwest Indian Ridge with ocean bottom
seismometers. The records revealed two small earthquake swarms along with long-lasting harmonic tremor
signals that were strongly influenced by the Earth’s tides. We located the source of earthquake swarms and
tremor and analyzed their temporal relation. We interpret the migrating earthquake swarms to be caused
by moving magma at a depth of about 6 km below the seafloor, heating the area. At the same time water
circulates through cracks in the rocks above. The earthquakes may change the water flow paths and the flow
is intensified by the heating. This produces the tremor that increases at low tides when the confining water
pressure is smaller. Our accidental record of a magmatic spreading event at closest distance shows, for the
first time, how magma intrusions drive deep water circulation at ultraslow spreading ridges.

1. Introduction

At spreading ridges new oceanic lithosphere is built by magmatic and tectonic processes, but in situ obser-
vations of magmatic eruptions are still very rare. In 1993 Dziak et al. (1995) hydroacoustically monitored dike
intrusions at the Juan de Fuca Ridge. The epicenters of the earthquake swarm migrated, and at the terminus
of migration a hot water plume and fresh lava flows on the seafloor were detected afterward confirming the
assumption of migrating magma. Later, eruptions were also observed by ocean bottom seismometers (OBSs),
for example, by Tolstoy et al. (2006) at the fast spreading East Pacific Rise. At the slow spreading Mid-Atlantic
Ridge Dziak et al. (2004) observed earthquake swarms and found evidence for dike intrusions.

At ultraslow spreading ridges (<20-mm/year full spreading rate), volcanism is not present continuously along
the ridge axis but is focused in specific regions and occurs rarely. In situ observations of volcanic activity do
not exist. Nevertheless, indirect evidence for volcanic activity has been found, for example, strong seismicity
(Müller & Jokat, 2000; Schlindwein, 2012; Tolstoy et al., 2001), hydrothermal event plumes (Edmonds et al.,
2003), and many hydrothermal plumes (Baker et al., 2004; German et al., 1998).

The ultraslow spreading Southwest Indian Ridge between Africa and Antarctica (see Figure 1) shows
anomalously low crustal thickness of around 3 km and deep axial rift valleys at its easternmost part. The
reduced magmatism in this region is interrupted by prominent volcanic centers at Segments 8, 11, and 14
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Figure 1. Overview map. Blue lines: plate boundaries according to Bird (2003); light blue: Southwest Indian Ridge. The study area is indicated by the red square.
Study area map: teleseismic earthquake swarms (blue) and absolutely located microearthquake swarms in January (orange) and April (green). Triangles mark
ocean bottom seismometer positions with their names. The elevation at station RUM45 is the Segment 8 volcano. Bathymetry from Cannat et al. (2006).

(Cannat et al., 2003) with locally thicker crust. These major volcanic centers may be connected to magmatic
segments with less pronounced relief as the Segment 7 (Sauter et al., 2001). Repeated teleseismically recorded
earthquake swarms between July 1996 and November 2001 (Schlindwein, 2012) led us to instrument the
Segment 8 volcano with eight OBS recording from October 2012 to June 2013 (for survey details see Schmid
et al., 2017). Schmid et al. (2017) found from local earthquake tomography a low-velocity region near station
RUM45 (Figure 1) underneath the volcanic edifice interpreted as a magma chamber. With two local earthquake
swarms and harmonic seismic tremor at station RUM48, they found further indications that the instrumented
region is currently volcanically active.

In this paper, we analyze in detail these rare and accidental in situ observations of magmatic activity at an
ultraslow spreading ridge.

2. Observations and Analysis
2.1. Swarm Activity
We used a correlation trigger with one good signal to noise ratio event per swarm out of a set of tested events
to find all earthquakes belonging to the swarms starting on 2 January and 23 April 2013. Since this added only
very few locatable events to the existing list of manually identified events, we did not use further template
events. All events were reviewed by an analyst, and only events with at least three P phase picks and one S
phase pick were considered for the following location. We used the linear least squares algorithm Hyposat
(Schweitzer, 2001) and the one-dimensional velocity model by Schlindwein and Schmid (2016) for preliminary
location (Figure 1). All events were relocated with HypoDD (Waldhauser, 2001) to study their spatiotemporal
evolution (earthquake catalog in the supporting information).

Relative location was carried out for each swarm individually and together. Besides the catalog data,
cross-correlation data were used as input for HypoDD with a correlation coefficient >0.85. We included all
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events within a 5-km radius around station RUM48 in the relocation, considering events with less than 0.8-km
distance as strongly linked. In the following HypoDD relocation both P and S phases were considered and the
start for the conjugate gradient inversion was the Hyposat location of the events. Several sets of weighting
parameters were tested. We chose a parameter set with 45 inversion steps, which showed a robust solution,
also achieved by using different parameter sets. Relative location uncertainties range within tens of meters.

The earthquake magnitudes were determined according to Bullen (1985) based on hypocentral distance.

In January 234 events and in April 114 events could be relocated (Figure 2). The magnitudes range between
−0.7 and 2.5. The earthquakes in January are located within an area with a diameter of about 10 km east of
station RUM48 (Figure 2a). The earthquakes in the west occur at shallower depths of around 5–8 km below
seafloor (Figure 2b). In the east depths of 7–13 km below seafloor are observed. Hypocenters deepen from
west to east by approximately 5 km. Furthermore, we observed a hypocenter migration within the first 6 hr
of this earthquake swarm (2 January 2013 07:00–13:00). This migration runs to the northeast and downward
with a velocity of 0.43 ± 0.1 m/s (Figure 2e) at an angle of about 45∘ from the horizontal.

The April events are scattered over a smaller area (of around 6 km) than the January events (Figure 2c). The
events dip at an angle of 60∘ from about 5 km in the west to a maximum of 14 km in the east, but a migration
is not observed. For both swarms, higher-magnitude events tend to occur in deeper areas. A tidal modulation
of earthquake occurrence or indications of eruptive activity were not observed.

2.2. Seismic Tremor
Prominent seismic tremor was observed at station RUM48 in connection with the earthquake swarm activity
(Figure 3). Tremor was not observed on the neighboring seismic stations. It appeared clearly on the seis-
mometer records but is less visible on the hydrophone channel. The fundamental frequency of the tremor in
December/January varies between 0.5 and 1.25 Hz. Clearly spaced narrow harmonic frequency peaks appear
at around 1.75, 4.5, and 6.5 Hz (Figure S1). The tremor occurs in bursts of several hours visible both in the
spectrogram (Figure 3a) and in the waveforms (Figures S1 and S2). The tremor episode in April is more contin-
uous and of higher amplitude. The fundamental tremor frequency increases during the first days and varies
between 1.25 and 1.75 Hz before it returns to lower frequencies of 0.5–1.5 Hz. Harmonics are also clearly
present, but the spectra are more complicated (Figure S1). While the fundamental frequency and its ampli-
tude rhythmically vary with phases of low-frequency tremor having low amplitude, the spectral band at about
4.5 Hz appears to be present over time, varying only in spectral amplitude. The tremor again occurs in bursts
with two strong tremor episodes per day.

To analyze the tremor periodicity, we extracted the maximum spectral amplitude and the corresponding fre-
quency in the frequency band of the fundamental frequency between 0.49 and 1.4 Hz (January) and 0.49 and
2.0 Hz (April). The resulting frequency-time (Figure 3, black line) and amplitude-time curves were low-pass fil-
tered with a running average filter of about 45-min length and subjected to a frequency analysis to resolve
tidal constituents (Figure S3; tidal signal according to Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002). Both tremor amplitude and
fundamental frequency show a 12-hr periodicity.

To examine the time relation between seismic swarms and tremor in more detail, we searched for tremor
signals during the entire recording period. Based on the method of McNamara and Buland (2004), we esti-
mated the average spectral power in the frequency band between 0.7 and 4 Hz containing the fundamental
tremor frequency. Figure 4 shows hourly values shifted by 30 min (black line) and daily averages (red). We
declared tremor when these daily averages exceeded −122 db. A waveform analysis of the tremor signals fur-
ther showed that the particle motion of the tremor signals is almost linear (Figure S2), suggesting body waves.
We therefore independently used the polarization characteristics to search for tremor. A polarization analysis
after Flinn (1965) was performed for consecutive 10-min windows of the signal filtered between 0.7 and 4 Hz.
We chose the fundamental frequency of the tremor for polarization analysis as it contains the longest wave-
length signals that are less likely to be distorted by subsurface heterogeneities. Figure 4 shows 1-hr running
means of rectilinearity and planarity of the tremor signal. We declared seismic tremor when a hourly average
rectilinearity of 0.6 was exceeded. Both tremor definitions highlighted the main tremor phases preceding and
following the January swarm and a long-lasting episode starting shortly before the April swarm and lasting
for more than 28 days. An additional short tremor phase was recognized around 8 March 2013 and is also
connected to a minor increase in seismicity rate not detected before.
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Figure 2. (a) Relative relocation results for swarm in January. Colors indicate origin time of events during the first 6 hr of
the swarm; gray: remaining hypocenters. Circles scale with magnitude Ml . (b) Cross section along dashed line in (a) with
hypocenters projected onto profile. Arrow indicates direction of migration. (c) Relocation of April swarm; no migration
was observed here. (d) Projection of April hypocenters onto profile in (c). (e) Time since first event (pentagon,Ml = 0.6)
over distance from reference point (star, Ml = 1.2). Squares mark events used for migration velocity calculation (linear
regression shown as gray line). The early event at a distance of approximately 7 km was excluded, assuming it occurred
as background seismicity.
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Figure 3. Spectrogram of tremor signal in January (upper) and April (lower). Blue line: cumulative number of all Hyposat
located events within the area 65∘51’E to 66∘03’E and 27∘30’S to 27∘42’S. Black line: maximum spectral amplitude and
corresponding frequency within the fundamental frequency band 0.49–1.4 Hz (January) and 0.49–2.0 Hz (April).
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Figure 4. Occurrence and characteristics of seismic tremor over the recording period. Solid black line indicates cumulative seismicity curve with events within
65∘51’E to 66∘03’E and 27∘30’S to 27∘42’S. From top to bottom: Dark blue: azimuth of tremor, north represents vertical and light blue: incidence angle of tremor
with respect to vertical. For clarity only 1 value per 10 hr is plotted. Line length indicates rectilinearity, filter 0.7–4 Hz. Gray: Hourly average spectral power
between 0.7 and 4 Hz overlapping by 50%, and red: daily average. Dark green: hourly values for planarity and light green: rectilinearity of tremor signal filtered
0.7–4 Hz. Tremor is declared if rectilinearity exceeded 0.6 (blue boxes) or if daily spectral power exceeded −122 db (red boxes).

The polarization analysis further yielded back azimuth and incidence angle of the tremor signal. Figure 5 illus-
trates these different directions for tremor before and after 1 April counting only polarized 10-min-long signals
with a rectilinearity > 0.75 in bins of 5∘. The tremor in January, March, and April prior to the onset of the seis-
mic swarm points to a shallow source in a south-southwesterly direction (Figure 5a). With the onset of the
April seismic swarm, the tremor particle motion points to a more southerly and deeper source (Figure 5b).

3. Interpretation

The presence of a magma chamber underneath the nearby Segment 8 volcano, which was probably installed
during the teleseismic swarm period 1996–2002 (Schlindwein, 2012; Schmid et al., 2017) may indicate that
the observed earthquake swarms occurred in the context of a long-lasting spreading event.

Earthquake swarms with migrating hypocenters and accompanying tremor signals are commonly interpreted
as resulting from magma (Bohnenstiehl et al., 2008). Our observation of migrating hypocenters during the
first hours of the January swarm and tremor signals accompanying both swarm periods is therefore indica-
tive for a magmatic intrusion. Interestingly, the migration has a downward direction with a significant angle
with respect to the horizontal. Migration starts at the same depth as the magma chamber underneath the
Segment 8 volcano. Comparable low-velocity anomalies or S phase delays as on station RUM45 are missing.
However, since the swarms were recorded accidentally, the network geometry was not optimized to resolve a
melt region beneath station RUM48. Both swarms in January and April show a common initiation point close
to station RUM48. The smaller March swarm is located northeast of the other swarms and might rather rep-
resent a further extension of the January swarm (Figure 5c). The migration velocity in January is similar to
earlier observed migration velocities (e.g., Belachew et al., 2011). According to Rubin and Gillard (1998) only
events with maximum magnitudes of 1 are caused by a propagating dike tip itself. Earthquakes with higher
magnitudes reflect ambient stresses in rocks near to failure and not the dike itself. The earthquakes used to
calculate the propagation velocity show magnitudes up to 2.1. Therefore, the determined velocities might not
represent the dike tip propagation, but rather the stress release as the intrusion plane opens. We thus assume
that both earthquake swarms directly image dike migration or indirectly monitor stress release around an
intrusion plane. Both intrusions are potentially fed from a common reservoir near their starting point.

Seismic tremor is related in time and space to the intrusions. The polarization analysis of the seismic tremor
consistently points to two tremor sources south-southwest of station RUM48. The distance from the station is
unknown, but the lack of the tremor signal at the neighboring stations limits the distance to the tremor source
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Figure 5. Source of tremor signal. Provenance of well-polarized signals with rectilinearity >0.75 (a) before 1 April and
(b) after 1 April. Vertically incident signals plot in the center, horizontally incident signals on the margin of the circle.
(c) Map view of relocated swarms and direction of tremor from (a) as gray lines and (b) as black lines. Only direction of
most frequent polarized signals is indicated. Dashed circle indicates one third of distance to nearest seismic station from
station RUM48 (red triangle) as estimated maximum distance to tremor source. White line: cross section in (d).
(d) Cross section through topography (blue line) with earthquakes within 1 km of profile projected. Incidence angle
range of tremor is indicated: gray before 1 April and black after 1 April. Shaded areas represent likely tremor source
location as discussed in the text.

to an estimated maximum of about 7.5 km, a third of the distance to the next stations (Figure 5c). Monigle
et al. (2009) found in their study no correlation between tremor observed at different OBSs located only few
kilometers apart, suggesting that the tremor source here may even be closer to the OBS than 7.5 km. We pre-
fer a tremor source area about 2–4 km from station RUM48 that shows seismicity during both swarms and
is marked by an east west trending ridge. The cross sections in Figure 5d show that the tremor signal comes
clearly from above the seismicity. In January, a shallow source potentially above the area where both intru-
sions initiated is likely. In April the tremor source is deeper. Again, a source location near the swarm initiation
point appears likely. In either case, the tremor is produced at shallower depth than the intrusion seismicity.
We therefore conjecture that the tremor is not caused by magma flow within the intrusion plane, but rather
by hydrothermal circulation above the dike intrusions. Hydrothermal event plumes accompanying intrusion
events have been reported, for example, for the Gakkel Ridge (Edmonds et al., 2003) or the Carlsberg Ridge
(Murton et al., 2006). Along ultraslow spreading ridges, unexpectedly high hydrothermal activity has been
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observed (Van Dover, 1998). Assuming hydrothermal circulation near a magmatic intrusion therefore appears
justified although no event plume was reported from this area, because no measurements were made.

We envisage a scenario, where a hydrothermal system already exists prior to the January swarm. Magma accu-
mulation in a reservoir near the starting point of both intrusions may provide heat to enhance hydrothermal
flow and cause tremor episodes already before the onset of the January swarm. The swarm caused a disrup-
tion to the hydrothermal system that enhanced flow and led to shallow tremor in January, March, and prior
to the April earthquake swarm. In April, seismicity immediately occurred on the entire intrusion plane indi-
cating a rapid opening. Tremor starts almost at the same time with an increase in both tremor amplitude
and frequency. Tremor is now excited at greater depths in the hydrothermal system and overprints the shal-
lower source, if it is still active at that time. We consider the long duration of the April tremor—exceeding by
far the intrusion seismicity—a further sign that the tremor is not caused by magma flow but by enhanced
hydrothermal flow driven by the heat of the intrusion.

Another feature of the tremor signal indicating that the tremor might be caused by hydrothermal circula-
tion is the tidal modulation of the tremor signal seen in the frequency analysis of both tremor frequency and
amplitude with higher tremor amplitude during low tides. Tidally modulated tremor has been found at other
hydrothermal systems. Monigle et al. (2009) found comparable harmonic tremor at OBS on the East Pacific Rise
that was attributed to hydrothermal flow in cracks close to the OBS. There, too, tremor pattern changed in con-
nection with a magmatic event. For hydrothermal systems a tidal modulation of exit temperatures has been
postulated to result from changes in flow speed induced by tidal loading (Barreyre et al., 2014). Such changes
in flow speed could affect both tremor amplitude and frequency, with higher amplitudes being expected for
higher flow rates.

The detailed generation of the seismic tremor signals is generally not fully understood. Several models exist
that suggest flow through narrow cracks or past constrictions (e.g., Chouet, 1986) or oscillation in cavities (e.g.,
Julian, 1994). A detailed tremor source analysis would require additional data constraining for example flow
rate or temperature changes in a supposed hydrothermal system.

4. Conclusions

We analyzed seismic records of earthquake swarms and conspicuous tidally modulated tremor acciden-
tally recorded at the ultraslow spreading Southwest Indian Ridge during a potential spreading episode. The
observed earthquake swarms in January and April 2013 are assumed to reflect dike intrusions. The swarm
seismicity shows a downward migration and might image the stress release around the opening intrusion
plane. The observed seismic tremor signal is in time and space related to the earthquake swarms. We sug-
gest a source area close to station RUM48 and above seismicity, which together with the timing of the onset
of tremor activity and its tidal modulation serves as evidence that the tremor is produced by hydrothermal
circulation. We propose that the circulation is already present before the swarm activity but is altered by the
earthquakes and enhanced by the heat of the intrusion. Since this magmatic event was captured acciden-
tally, no further data exist to verify this interpretation. However, our study shows that spreading episodes at
ultraslow spreading ridges may last over many years, giving the opportunity to comprehensively instrument
active sites.
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